Hastings School Library’s Online Databases

Databases can be found on the Hastings Library Website: http://lps-lexingtonma.libguides.com/elemdb
At home access (username/ password) is included for each.

**CultureGrams** is fabulous for learning about countries of the world, the United States, and the Canadian Provinces. **At home: lexstu/lexstu**

**Encyclopedia Britannica.** An online encyclopedia with options to change the reading level and have the text read aloud. **At home: no password needed**

**Grolier Online** includes 3 encyclopedia databases: The New Book of Knowledge, America the Beautiful, and Amazing Animals of the World. **At school and at home: lexstu/lexstu**

**Kids InfoBits.** A lower elementary database of magazines, newspapers and reference books **At home: no password needed**

**Pebble Go** The Emergent Reader Research Solution with 4 databases: Animals, Biographies, Earth and Space, Social Studies **At school and at home: lexstu/lexstu**

**The Power Knowledge Science Suite** - geared toward upper elementary students. **At home: lexstu/lexstu**

**Research in Context** Includes books, images, biographies, audio, video, magazines, creative works, primary sources, and more on a wide-range of topics **At home: no password needed**

**SIRS Discoverer.** Thousands of documents, primary source documents, websites, and multimedia (including 13,000+ research-quality images) represent viewpoints from the pros and cons, to everything in-between. **At home: lexstu/lexstu**

**World Almanac Kids.** **At home: lexstu/lexstu**

**World Book.** The content of World Book Encyclopedia is available here but with constant updating, special reports, and online links. **At home: lexington/worldbook**

Digital magazines for students. Magazines included are: Click, Cobblestone, Cricket, Faces, Ingredient Magazine, Ranger Rick, Spider, Sports Illustrated Kids, and more. **At home: mhastings/library**